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Let X and Y be real Banach spaces and let T : D C X - Y be Approxima- 
tion-proper (A-proper) with respect to a given projection scheme r for 
mappings from X to Y. This class of mappings was introduced by 
Petryshyn [I] and studied further in [2, 3, 41 where it is shown that such 
mappings are a natural class to consider when constructing solutions to the 
equation: 
T(x) = y (1) 
as the strong limit of solution of finite dimensional equations approximat- 
ing (1). In [5, 61 Browder and Petryshyn introduced the concept of a degree 
for A-proper mappings which, unlike the classical degree defined for finite 
dimensional mappings by Brouwer and extended to mappings of the form 
I + C, where C is compact, by Leray and Schauder [7], which were integer 
valued degrees, is a set valued degree. This generalized degree, however, does 
have the basic properties of the Leray-Schauder degree, and has proven to 
be valuable in obtaining invariance of domain results for A-proper mappings 
[17, 181. 
The purpose of this note is to obtain a degree for a class of mappings more 
general than A-proper, to show that this degree has properties analogous to 
those of the classical degree, and finally to indicate suitable applications of this 
degree in obtaining existence results and also invariance of domain results. 
’ Terms used in the introduction will be defined in the succeeding sections. 
* After the present study, which is part of a larger investigation, was completed, 
the author obtained from F. E. Browder a note entitled “Nonlinear elliptic boundary 
value problems and the generalized topological degree,” in which he states certain 
results concerning the extension of the A-proper degree to uniform limits of A-proper 
mappings. 
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In the first part of this section we shall define the various concepts needed 
in the sequel and outline the basic properties of the degree of an A-proper 
mapping. X and Y will ahvays denote real Banach spaces. 
r)EFINITlOlr; 1.1. By an (oriented) projectionallg complete scheme 
I q.*:.l-,, ~, \{PTI:;, (Y,>, (QII>) for mappings from X to I’ we mean: 
i x,, ‘; and :: I,,) are monotonically increasing sequences of oriented finite 
dimensional subspaces of S and I’, respectively, such that dim ,Y,, -:- dim I-,, , 
for all n, and P,, :-y-+X,, andQ,,: 1. F X, arc bounded linear projections 
such that P,,(X) F s and Q,,(y) + y  for all x in zV and y  in 1’. 
\I’e note that when such a 1’ exists then X and Y are separable, and that 
when .V and TV have Schaudcr Bases then a natural I’ csists for mappings 
from .\ to 1.. 
L)EFINI~IOS I .2. Let l’be a projectionally complete scheme for mappings 
from ,V to J’. Then T : II C S -+ Y is said to he A-proper with respect to r 
provided the following condition is satisfied: if (n!, ,, ’ is a sequence of integers 
and ( .y‘,, i: .S is hounded with .T,,~ E D n X,;, for each k, and if, in addition, 
Q,,,~(s,,:,) + JJ (1 I’-, then there is a suhsequkc (n,>(i,‘, of < )I(, such that 
.y”r I, P --* .s :: f) and l’(s) - g. 
‘1’1~ crucial role which A-properness plays in constructing solutions to 
T(s) -. ~a, (X 6 II, 3’ E Y) as strong limits of solutions of approximating 
equations Q,,~‘(s,,) Q,,(y), (.r, E D n X,, , y  E 1). and various other pro- 
perties of A-proper mappings have been shown in [I, 2. 3, 41. 
In [5, 61 Browdcr and Petryshyn defined the notion of a set valued degree 
for continuous A-proper mappings T defined on the closure of an open 
hounded subset I) of S. Howcvcr, one does not r-call\ need T to be continu- 
ow hut onI\- that 
-- 
be continuous for each n. Also, it suffices to require that I) n ‘\;, -- D, hc 
open for all N. We use the following notation. . let fj denote the closure of II, 
D it’s boundary, II,, =- 1) n XT, I?, 11 n .Y,, . 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let II C X be bounded and such that II,! is open for all 
n. Let T : D C X--t Y be such that T is A-proper with respect to the appro- 
ximation scheme r and T,, = Q,T [n : D,, --, I’,, is continuous for each n. 
Let Z’ := Z u {“co, -CO}. Then if i 4 T(B) we define Deg(T, D, f), the 
degree of T on D over R, to he a suhsct of X’ defined as follows: 
(I) The integer m lies in Deg(T, D, g) provided there exists an infinite 
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sequence (nk) of positive integers such that deg(Tnk, Dn, , Q,,,(g)) is well 
defined, and equa!s m, for each k. 
(2) + 00 (-- co) E Deg(T, D, g) provided there exists an infinite sequcncc 
of positive integers (nk) such that deg(Tnk , D,,, , Qn,(g)) is well defined for 
each k, and lim deg( T,,, , Dn, , Q,&)) = + cc (-- 00). 
Rem&. deg(T,, Q, ,Q,(g)) d eno es t the Brouwer degree for maps 
acting between oriented Euclidean spaces of the same finite dimension. 
Utilizing the properties of the Brouwer degree and A-proper mappings, 
the following results were obtained. 
PROPERTY 1. If T and D are as in Definition 1.3 and g E Y is such that 
g $ T(B), then Deg(T, D, g) # 4, and if Deg(T, D, g) # {Ol, then there 
exists x E D such that T(x) = g. 
PROPERTY 2. If H(1, x) : [O, I] x D + Y is such that H(t, x) is continu- 
ous in f, uniformly for x E D; for each 1, E [0, I], HtO L-Z If(to, X) : il+ Y 
is A-proper and such that Q,JZ(t,, , x) 16” : D, + Yn is continuous; and finally 
that g 4 H,(Z)) f or each t E [0, I] ; then Deg(H, , D, g) is independent of 
t E [O, I]. 
PROPERTY 3. If D = D, v D2, where D, and D, are bounded subsets of 
X, with DinX,, open for all II, i= 1,2, and G’-(G,nG,)u~,u&, 
is such that g $ T(G’), then Deg( T, G, g) C Deg( T, G, , g) + Deg( T, G, , g) 
with equality holding if either of the right hand sides is a single integer. 
(If A ar.d B are contained in Z’ we define 
A+B-.{(YIa--(Yltaz,orlE-A,o(zEB} 
and use the convention + 00 $ (- cc) -= Z’). 
PROPERTY 4. Let D C X be bounded, with D,, open, symmetric about the 
origin and containing the origin for each n. Suppose T : DC X+ Y is 
A-proper with T,, : & C X,, -+ Y, continuous and odd on B,, , for each n. 
Then if 0 4 T(B), Deg(T, D, 0) does not contain any even integers, and in 
particular, Deg(T, D, 0) f (0). 
SECTION 2 
We now proceed with the definition of degree for mappings close to 
A-proper mappings. The following preliminary result will be needed. As 
before, X and Y will denote real Banach spaces and 
r = r(K), <PA, (Yn>t (Qn>) 
wili denote a fixed (oriented) projectionally complete scheme. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let D C X be bounded and such that D, is open for all n. Let 
S : D C S - F I’ be such that S(D) is bounded and suppose T : D C .Y - l 1’ 
satisfies the following two conditions : 
(1) T, 7 -.L crS is (I-proper and Q,,T,, D, is continuous, for all OL 1-x 0. 
(2) There exists c 1‘. 0 such that , T(a) - g 2: c for all s E D, zchere 
g” l-. 
Then there exists a y  :> 0 such that Deg( 7: , D, g) = Deg( ‘r; , D, g) for all 
my. a E (0, 7). 
Proof. Let y  >, 0 be such that y  I S(s), z:.’ r;4 for all .Y E D. ‘I’hen 
i T,(x) - g ,: .r= 1, aS(.u) -f T(x) - g , ;: T(x) - g - ‘y ‘1 S(a)! 
2: Ij T(x) -g ,) - y  11 S(X)!\ 13 ;c, 
for all s E fi and (Y E (0, y). Let a and fi be arbitrary elements of (0, y), and 
consider 
If,(x) -7 qx) - t( T,(x) - T,(x)) for t E [0, l] and s E L). 
‘Ihen 
H,(s) :: ((1 - t) x + t/3) S(x) + T(x) for .r E D and t E [0, 11, 
and consequently H, : D --- Y is A-proper and such that CJ,Ht 16, is 
continuous for all n, for t E [0, I]. It is also clear that 
I II,(x) - g ii > /I T(s) -. g :I -- ,I 1, S(x)., > 0 for .X E fi and t t’ [0, 11, 
and since II,(X) is continuous in t c [0, I], uniformly with respect to K E Li, 
we may invoke Property 2 of A-proper mappings to conclude that 
D&T, , D, g) = Deg(T, , 14 g). Q.E.D. 
M’e may now define the generalized degree. 
DEFIXITION 2.1. Let T, S, D, and g bc as in Lemma 2.1. ‘Then we define 
Deg,(T, D, g), the degree of T on D over g with respect to S, to be 
Deg( T, , D, g), where 0 < 01 < y, and y  > 0 is such that Deg(T, , D, g) is 
constant for @ E (0, y). 
When T and S are as in Lemma 2. I, except that we do not require hypo- 
thesis 2 to be fulfilled, we shall say that T is A-proper with respect to S. In 
case Y .: X and S = I or - I the latter class of mappings reduces to the 
class of P-compact mappings introduced and studied by Petryshyn (see [4] 
for references). We add, in passing, that every bounded A-proper mapping T, 
such that each T,, is continuous, is A-proper will respect to S, when S .^ = T. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let D C X be bounded and such that D, is open for all n. 
Let S : D C X + Y be such that S(D) is bounded and T : D C X --f Y be 
A-proper with respect to S. Then if g E Y is such that g + T(D), and 
g 3 T(D) - T(D), and furthermore Deg,(T, D, g) + {0}, then there exists an 
x E D with T(x) = g. 
Proof. By definition of Deg,(T, D, g) there exists a positive integer N 
such that for all n > N, Deg( T $- (1 ,n) S, D, g) # (0). Hence by Property 1 
of the A-proper degree we may choose for n > N, x, E D such that 
7’(x,J $ (l/n) S(x,) = g. Since (S(r,)) is bounded we see that T(s,) -+ g 
-XT- 
as n --t co. Since g $ T(D) - T(D) . we see that g E T(D) and since g 4 T(D) 
we see that g E T(D). Q.E.D. 
We note that the condition that g 4 T(D) - T(D) is satisfied when 7’(D) is 
closed. Our next result is the natural analogue of Property 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let D C X be bounded, with D, open for all n, and suppose 
S : D C X + Y is such that S(D) is bounded. Suppose H : [0, I] x n + Y 
is continuous in t, umformly for x E D, and that for all h E [0, 1] and 
t, , t, E [0, I], hHtl + (1 - A) H,* is bounded and A-proper with respect to S. 
Then if for each t E [0, I] there is a c1 > 0 with 11 H,(x) - g ’ > cI for all 
x E D, it follows that Deg,(H, , D, g) is independent of t E [0, I]. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that given any t, E [0, 1] we can find 
f > 0 such that Deg,(ZZ,O, D,g) Deg,(H,, , D,g) for all 
t, E (t, - E, t, i 4 n [O, 11 = W,,). 
Indeed, let t, E [0, I]. Choose c > 0 and y > 0 such that 
II H,JX) -g ‘j 3 c > 0 for .rEB, 
Degs(Hto , D, g) = Deg(H,o + AS, D, g) for h E (0, Y), 
and 
II AS(x) + H&) -g I: 2 ; for all h E (0, r), x E D. 
By continuity of H with respect in t, uniformly for x E B, we may choose 
6 > 0 such that 11 N,(x) - Zi,O(~)II .< c/S, for all x E I), and for all t E N,(t,,). 
Now let (Y, /3 E (0, y) with 0~11 S(x)11 -< c/l6 and /3 II S(s)11 .< c/l6 for all 
x E B. Then clearly li(a - /I) S(x)11 < c/S for each x E B. 
Choose Y  E N,(t,), and define, for t E [0, 11, x E D 
F,(x) = (1 - t)WW -I- H&N i WW i- f&W. 
Then 
F,(x) = {( 1 - t)a + tfi} S(x) -L (1 - t) H,,(x) 4’ tH,(.r) 
and therefore, by hypothesis, F,(x) is A-proper and such that QnFt IB, is 
continuous for all n, and for t E [0, I]. 1. ‘inally note that F,(x) is continuous 
in t, uniformly for x E ij, since S, Ili0 and H, are all bounded, and also that 
i, F,(s) g ;.. ,! &S(S) -1 U,“(X) -- .g I --. ‘!(cc -- 8) S(x) - I If,(x) - ZZ(“(X) 
c c c c 
:;j. s-8--4>o, 
for each t E [0, I] and x E fi. Hence, by Property 2, for A-proper degrees we 
may conclude that l>eg(F,, , D, g) = Deg(F, , D, g). 
\\:e have found E >, 0 such that if Y E :VJt,,) and LX and fi satisfy 
then 
C-k) Deg@S + Zl, , D, g) =- Deg(aS -i H,, , D, 6). 
Fixing Y for the moment, we may choose 0~~ and /3, such that 
and also such that 
and 
Deg,s(H, , D, g) DqW, T B,S, D, g) 
Consequently, from (+), one may conclude that 
Dcgs(f~,,l , D, R) = Degs(lI, $4 g) for all YE :YJt,). 
This is sufficient to prove the proposition. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.3. Let D C X be bounded and S : ii: C S + Y be such that 
S(s) is bounded. Suppose D = D, u D, where Di n X, is open for each n, 
i = 1, 2. Then ij T : D C X -* Y is A-proper with respect to S and such that 
g c Y satisfies g $ T(I>‘), uhere D’ = (Dl n D,) u fi, u L), , then 
Deg,(‘C D, s> C Deg,(T 4 , A + Dcg,U’, & , R), 
with equality holding if one of the right hand summands is a single integer, and 
“-” is defined as in the statement of Property 2 for A-proper mappings. 
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Proof. Choose yi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3, such that 
Deg(hS + T, D,g) -= De@‘, D,g) for ~E(O,YI) 
Deg(hS + 7’, D, , g) = De&T, 4 ,6) for A E (0, y?) 
and 
Deg(hS + T, D, ,R) = Deg,(T, *Da ,R) for h E (0, yJ. 
Let 
Then from Property 3 for the A-proper degree we conclude that 
Deg(&S + T, D, g) C De&S + T, Di , g) + Deg(& + T, Ds 7 g), 
with equality holding if one of the right hand summands is a single integer. 
Hence it follows that 
Deg,(T Q g) C Deg,(T 4 , g) + De@, 4 , g) 
with equality if one of the right hand summands is a single integer. QED. 
Now that some basic properties of this generalized degree have been 
proven, we will show that it is indeed a strict generalization of the degree 
theory for A-proper mappings. Namely, we will show that if a mapping T 
is A-proper with respect to S and it is also A-proper, then both definitions of 
degree coincide and secondly, that the class of maps for which the generalized 
degree is defined is wider than A-proper mappings. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let D C X be bounded, with D, open jar all n. Suppose 
T : D C X + Y is A-proper, with each T,, continuous, and y E Y is such that 
g 4 V). 
Then there exists a c > 0 such that ijZ, : D C X + Y is A-proper and I,,, is 
continuous for each n, and :IL(x) - T(x)\1 < c for each x E B, then 
DegCC D, R) = Deg(L, D, d. 
Proof. Using the A-properness of T we may choose d > 0 and a positive 
integer N such that 11 QnT(x) - Q,,g 1) 3 d for all x E 0, , n > N. Since 
Qn(y) + y for all y E Y we may conclude, by the Uniform Boundedness 
Principle, that there exists M > 0 such that II Qn Ii < M for all n. 
Let c = d/2M. If I, : D C X -+ Y is A-proper, with L, continuous for 
each n, and such that II L(x) - T(x)] < c for all x E a, then for all n > N WC 
have 
II Q&44 - QnW)!l < M II L(x) - T(xN < 4 for x E D, . 
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Hence, by known properties of the Brouwer degree, we have 
dcg(Tv 9 Q, 9 Q&N --y h&L , D,, > Q&d) for each n -.: A. 
Hence 
Deg( T, D, g) -= Deg(L, D, ,g). Q.E.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let DC X be bounded with D, open for each n. I,et 
S : ij C .I’ --+ Y be such that S(f)) is bounded and T : D C X -+ 1’ is A-proper 
with respect to S and also .4-proper. I,et f  E Y be such that 0” 6 T(D). Then 
Proof. 13~ the previous lemma we may choose c Y> 0 such that if 
L : D c s - I’ is A-proper, will L, continuous for each n, and 
I/ L(x) - T(s)! I: c for all x E r), then Deg(T, D, s) -= l)eg(L, D, g). Now 
choose y  .,a 0 such that y  /; S(x)\’ < c for JC E fi and 
Deg,(T, D, g) :. Deg(T + XS, D, R) for A cI (0, v). 
Then since 
11 T(x) -- (i S(s) + T(x))i( -: c for s E: I, 
WC see that 
Deg(T, D,g) -= Deg (T 2. i S, D,p), 
and consequently Deg,(T, D, x) = Deg( ‘l’, I), R). QX.D. 
Remark 2.1. Let X be a real infinite dimensional Banach space, and let 
r -= r(~:.Y,~j, (P,,)) be a complete projectional scheme for mappings from 
X to X. Let C : X --+ X be a compact mapping. Then C is not A-proper. 
Indeed, by the Kiesz Lemma we may choose a sequence (x,, j C X such that 
N, E -Y” for all n, I! s, Ij -< I, and ji x,, - x,,~ 1, $ .J for all n + m. Now, by the 
compactness of C, we may select (nk\ with C(xnk) dg E X. Thus 
~&vnJ ’ g. Since (x,~> has no convergent subsequence, C cannot be 
A-proper. However, since compact displacements are A-proper, it is clear C 
is A-proper with respect to I. 
The next two results are generalizations of Theorems for A-proper 
mappings which have had many applications in solving non-linear equations 
and in proving invariance of domain results for non-linear operators. The 
first is a generalization of the classical Borsuk-Ulam Theorem, and also of 
Theorem 1 .E [6], when T is A-proper and bounded. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let D C X be bounded. Suppose S : D C -y + )- is such 
that S(D) is bounded and T : D C X - Y is A-proper with respect to S. 
Suppose furthermore, that for each n, D, is symmetric and contains the ori,in and 
that (T + cS>, , (I > 0, is odd on D, . Suppose 0 # T(D). Then Deg,( T, D, 0) 
contains no even integers, and in particular, # (0). 
Proof. Choose y  > 0 such that Deg,(T, D, 0) .= Deg(T + c&, D, 0) for 
0 < OL < y. Then since T + (r/2) S and D satisfy the conditions prescribed 
in Property 4 we see that Deg(T + (y/2) S, D, 0) contains no even integers; 
hence Deg,(T, D, 0) contains no even integers. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let D C X be bounded and such that D, is open for all n. 
Suppose S : D C X + Y is such that S(D) is bounded and T : D C X - Y 
is A-proper with respect S and bounded. Then ifg 4 T(D), T(D) is closed, and -- 
Deg(T, D, g) f  {0}, then for every r > 0 such that B( g, r) n T(D) = 0 
we have B( g, r) C T(D). 
Proof. Let r > 0 be such that B( g, r) n T(D) = Z. Kow suppose 
y  E Y is such that II y  -g 11 < r. Define H,(x) 7: T(x) 1 t( g -y), for 
t E [0, I], x E D. Then for each t E [0, I], Ii, is A-proper with respect to S. 
Furthermore, we clearly have that II,(x) is continuous in t, uniformly for 
x E B, and hli,, T (1 - X)H1, is A-proper with respect to S, and bounded, 
for h E [0, l] and t, , t, E [0, 11. Since j: H,(r) -g 11 = II T(x) -g -j. t( g - y)ll 3 
c, > 0 for each t E [0, I], .x E I>, WC see that 
Deg,( T, D, g) = Deg( T $ g - y, I), g) f  (0). 
Consequently, since T(D) is closed, we may select s E 11 with 
T(x) + g -- y  = g, or T(x) -- y. Hence B(g, r) C T(D). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. I,et D C X be such that D,, is open for all n. Let 
S : D C X - Y be such that S(D) is bounded, and T : D C X -* Y be bounded, 
A-proper with respect to S, and such that the image under T of closed balls 
in D are closed. Then sf for each x0 E D there exists an r. > 0 with 
Jk,(I: Bk, , ro), T(4 well defined and # {0}, then T(D) is open. 
For the analogous result for locally A-proper mappings see Theorem I [IS]. 
Combining Proposition 2.5 and 2.6 we obtain the result. 
PROPOSITIOS 2.7. Let S : X--+ Y be bounded (i.e. the images of bounded 
sets are bounded), and odd; suppose T : X - Y satisjes the following condi- 
tions : 
1. T is A-proper with respect to S. 
2. T(R(O, r)) is closed for each r > 0. 
3. There exists an R > 0 such that T is odd on X - B(0, R). 
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Zf in addition T satisfies one of the following 
4(a) 7’ is positively homogeneous on .Y B(0, R) (i.e. there is an (I 1.. 0 _--.. - 
with T(h.u) PT(x) for [I x I, > R, h ; 1) and 0 4 T(ri(0, R)). 
4(b) The ircerse image under T of any bounded set is bounded, 
then ‘I’(.\) I-. 
Proof. (a) Choose c :;- 0 such that ‘! T(s) c 0 for .x c ,Y with 
1’ .Y II - Ii. I,ct .y E 1.. Now choose R, I-- fi with 
Then for s F R(O, R,) w have 
Now by Proposition 2.5 we have that Deg(T, B(0, R,), 0) =L (0) and hence 
by Proposition 2.6 we may conclude y  E T(B(R, , 0)). 
(b) Let J E Y. S ince T-l(y) is bounded we may choose R’ . . R with 
B(O,2 y  !‘) n T(B(0, R’)) -- p. Since Deg,(‘I’, B(0, R’), 0) 7: (0) WC may 
conclude from Proposition 2.6 that y  E T(B(0, R’)). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In case T is A-proper Proposition 2.7 has been obtained in [21]. 
SRCTION 3 
We shall now consider some specific choices of -Y, lr, I‘, S, and ‘I’. 
A reflexive Banach space X is called a r,-space if there exists a mono- 
tonically increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces (X,> with -- _ 
un xn S, together with linear bounded projections P, : .Y --, S, such 
that 11 P,, .’ .:.: a, for all n, and P,,,P, : P,” for n >. m. If  S is a T;,-space then 
r = r((X,‘>, (P,), (X,‘), (P,L*).), with X,’ =: liange(Pn*), is a complrtc 
projection scheme for mappings from X into X*. In this section when 
considering the A-properness of mapping 7’ : I1 C .ri l .Y* we shall assume 
the projection scheme is of the type defined above. N’e shall use the notation 
rn --y s to denote the weak convergence of (s,,‘\ to s. Hy (IL’, s) wc will 
denote the value of u’ E ,Y+ at x F S. 
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In [8], Brezis introduced the class of pseudo-monotonc mappings of 
D C X into X*; a rather large class which included mapping of type 1’ + C, 
where 2’ is monotone demicontinuous and C is completely continuous. 
Further studies of pseudo-monotone mappings were carried out in [9, 10, 1 I]. 
We shall show that every bounded demi-continuous pseudo-monotone 
mapping defined on a “a Banach space is A-proper with respect to a suitable 
duality mapping. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let D C X, and let T : D C X + X*. Then 1’ is said 
to be pseudo-monotone provided whenever (JC,) C D is such that 
x, - x E D and lim sup(T(x,J - T(x), x,, - x) < 0, then 
(T(x), x - r) <. lim inf(T(x,J, .r, - y), for ally in X. 
DEFINITION 3.2 [ 1 I]. Let D C X, and T : D C X--f X*. Then T is said 
to satisfy condition (s)+ provided that whenever (x$ C D is such that 
x,, - x E D and lim sup(T(xJ - T(x), x,, - X) < 0 then x,, + .r, . 
To every Banach space X there is associated a natural monotone multi- 
valued mapping J : X + 2x’ defined by 
J(X) = {fe X* : (f, 4 = I: x II’, llfll = II x ii). 
J is called a (normalized) duality mapping, and is seen to be single valued 
when X* is strictly convex. Kadec [12] has shown that every reflexive 
separable Banach space may be renormed (i.e. one can find an equivalent 
norm) so as to be locally uniformly convex with respect to this new norm, and 
Asplund [13] has shown that if one can renorm both a space X and its dual 
X* so as to be locally uniformly convex, then one may do it simultaneously. 
Namely, one may find a norm 11 1’ such that with respect to this norm X is 
locally uniformly convex and the norm induced on X* by /, I” is also locally 
uniformly convex. We will use the following result of Browder [ 11, Chap. 171. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with both X and X* 
locally uniformly convex, and suppose D C X is open and bounded. Suppose 
T : D C X + X* is pseudo-monotone. Then for each E > 0, 
T,=T+<J:DCX+X+ 
satisjies condition (S)+ . 
Now, if r is a complete projection scheme for mappings from X into X*, 
X is reflexive, and DC X is open and convex, and T : DC X - X* is 
bounded, demicontinuous (i.e. x,, -+ x * T(x,) - x) and satisfies condi- 
tion (S)+ , then as in [I I], one shows that T is A-proper. Consequently, if X 
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is rcflexivc and WC let J’ denote the duality mapping on X equipped with a 
norm with respect to which it, and its dual, are locally uniformly convex, then 
we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a reflexive ra Banach space. Then if D C .Y 
is conaex and open and T : D C X - X* is bounded, demicontinuous, andpseudo- 
monotone, then it is .4-proper with respect to J’. 
Proof. Hy Proposition 3.1 T, L T + E J’ : I) C S - l S” satisfies condi- 
tion (S)? . J’ is continuous and bounded. Consequently, T, is A-proper. 
Since (T,), is continuous for each n we may conclude then T is A-proper with 
respect to J’. QED. 
The precceding result allows us to define a degree for pseudo-monotone 
mappings, and hence for mappings of the type 7’ -1 C, where T is demi- 
continuous and monotone and C is compact. The following Proposition gives 
a new invariance of domain result for locally monotone mappings which 
gcncralizes the corresponding invariance results of Minty [14] for certain 
strongly monotone mappings, the invariance of domain results of Browder 
[I 5, 161 for demicontinuous and continuous locally strongly monotone 
mappings, and an invariance of domain theorem of Petryshyn [ 171 for locally 
monotone and locally condition (S) mappings. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a rejlexive nz Banach space. Let D C X be open 
and T : D C X 4 X*. Then if T is demicontinuous, locally closed, locally 
monotone, and locally 1 - I, then T(D) is open. 
Proof. Let xc, E D. We wish to find T’ > 0 such that B(T(x,), r’) C T(D). 
‘IZ’ithout loss of generality we may assume .x0 = 0 and T(xO) = 0. Since 
every demicontinuous mapping is locally bounded we may choose Y Y 0 
such that T: ir(0, I) C X-t X * is bounded, monotone, closed and 1 - I. 
Let J’ he as in Proposition 3.2. For t E [0, I], .r E B(O, r) define 
H,(x) = tT(x) t; (1 - t) J’(x). 
Then hM,, + (1 -- h) Ntg is A-proper with respect to J’ and bounded for 
t, , t, E [0, l] and 0 < h :< I. W e now claim that for each t E [0, I] there 
exists a c1 > 0 such that I! Ht(x)i/ > ct > 0 for .x E B(O, T’). Since T is 1 - 1 
and closed on &O, Y’) we may find cr > 0 such that ‘I H,(x);\ > cr > 0 for 
x E B(O, r’). Now if 0 :< t < 1, and x E B(O, Y’), 
// If(( 3 : \(H,(X), X)1 >, 9 (1: X i”)2 > Y’(1 - t)C, 
409’35/3-6 
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where C is the constant such that 11 .x I,’ 2 C ii x jl for all x E X. Hence we 
may invoke Proposition 2.2 to conclude that 
Deg.t(l; BP, y), 0) L Deg,U’, B(O, r), 0). 
However, using Proposition 2.4 and Petryshyn’s result [17] that /’ is A-pro- 
per, we may conclude, since J’ is odd, that Deg,(J’, B(0, T), 0} # (0). Thus 
Deg,(T, B(0, T), 0) + {0}, and consequently using Proposition 2.6 we may 
find Y’ > 0 with B(0, Y’) C T(B(0, I). Q.E.D. 
The following is an existence result which is essentially contained in 
Brezis [8]. However since its proof is so easy by use of degree arguments we 
give it here (see also [22]). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a rejexive ~~ Banach space. Suppose T : X + X* 
is bounded, demicontinuous, and pseudo-monotone, and furthermore suppose that 
for each f E X* there exists an Y, > 0 such that (T(x), x) > (f, x) for each 
x E X with / x/I = Y, . Then T(X) = X*. 
Proof. Let f E X*. If  f E T(B(0, I,)) then f E T(B) since T(B) is closed. 
Hence we may suppose that II T(x) -f/i > C > 0 for all x E X with 
II x II = If * Let II,(x) = t( T(x) - f) $- (I - t)J’. An analysis precisely as in 
the previous proof shows that Deg,(T -f, B(0, Y,), 0) # {0}, and conse- 
quently by Proposition 2.2 we may and x E B(0, Y,) with T(x) = f. Q.E.D. 
From Proposition 2.7 and 3.2 we obtain the following results which were 
first proven in [I I, Chap. 171 by Browder under the additional assumption 
that T was continuous. 
COROLLARY 3. I. Let X be a rejlexive n, Banach space. Suppose 
T: X+X” is pseudo-monotone, bounded, and demicontinuous. Suppose there 
exists an R > 0 such that T is odd on X - B(0, R). Suppose T satisjies either 
of the folloz&g two conditions : 
(a) The inverse image under T of bounded sets are bounded; 
(b) T is positively homogeneous on X - B(0, R) and 0 $ T(&O, R)). 
Then T(X) = X*. 
Remark 3. I. Petryshyn [18] has p roved Corollary 3.1 for mappings 
having the PM property; this is a class which is closely associated with 
pseudo-monotone mappings but more intimately connected with A-pro- 
perness than the latter class. 
The last existence result we shall show for pseudo-monotone operators 
uses an “at infinity” condition which has been examined by Petryshyn [18] 
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with regard to operators having the PM property. (See also Browder [I 1, 
Chap. 171 for analogous “boundary” conditions, when T is defined on a 
bounded set D). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A’ be a reflexive “a Banach space. Let ‘I’ : A’+ S* 
be bounded, demicontinuous and pseudo-monotone, and satisfy the follouin~ 
condition: for each f E X* there exists an r, > 0 and d 1:. 0 such that 
T(S)-AT(--.s)- (1 -h)f ;:d forallhF[O, l],scS 
with lj s !, -- r, . Then T(9) = X*. 
Proof. Let f E ,I-*. Choose r, as above. Define 
H,(x) T(s) - tT(- x) -- (I - t) f for t E [0, I], .r E B(0, rf). 
It is not difficult to see that II, is such that hl/,, i- (I - ,\) Htz , for h c [0, I], 
t, , t, E [0, I], is pseudo-monotone, bounded, and dcmicontinuous and hence, 
in particular, is A-proper with respect to J’. Since j H,(s)!! .‘; d ;’ 0 for 
t E [0, I] and s with 1 s Y, we may conclude by Proposition 2.3 that 
Deg,,( T - f, B(0, r,), 0) = T>eg,( T(s) - T( - s), B(0, r,), 0) 
and hence I)eg,(ll’ - f, B(0, T,), 0) -+ (0). Consequently f E T(B(0, I~)). 
Since f was arbitrary, we see that T(S) = A’“. QED. 
\\‘e shall now consider some other types of mappings for which a degree 
may hc defined. The following terminology will be used: T : D C A’- I’ is 
called contract& if there exists a constant q will 0 < q < I such that 
’ T(s) - ‘1’(y) I .:.. q !I s - y  1, for all X, y  E 0; T : f> C .Y -P Y is compact if 
it is continuous and 7’ maps bounded subsets of II into prccompact sets; 
‘f : II C S -* Y is weakly continuous if whenever s,> - s, T(x,,) - T(s); 
T : D C ,y ---f Y is completely continuous if whencvcr s, - x’, T(s,,) --t 1’(,\‘); 
T : II C S --, Y is non-expansive if i! T(x) -- T(J*)’ I.. I s y  for all 
s, y  E D. \Vhen X is a VI-space and T : .Y - S is contractivc then I -+ 1’ 
is A-proper [I]. However, when T : B(O, r) C X --, -‘i is contractive then it is 
not known whether I + T : B(0, I) C X + .I’ is A-proper or not. Kussbaum 
[19] has shown that there exists Y’ < Y  such that I -: 7’ : fi(O, r’) C .Y l X 
is A-proper. In [17] Pctryshyn showed that when T : B(0, r) C S - .Y is 
contractive and weakly continuous then I -;. T : B(0, r) C S -+ .V is A-proper. 
Hence it follows that when T : S ---+ S is non-expansive then I -i. T is 
A-proper with respect to I, and when T : ri(0, r) C X .- l ,I’ is weakly continu- 
ous and non-cxpansivc then I -1 I’ : &O, r) C .k: + .Y is A-proper with 
respect to I. We remark also that when ‘f : DC X F X is P-compact that it 
is A-proper with respect to - I. 
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It is clear that since A-proper mappings remain A-proper when perturbed 
by compact maps, that A-proper with respect to S mappings also have this 
property. Also, when D C X is closed and C : D C X- X is compact then 
I + C is A-proper. Hence it follows that C is A-proper with respect to 1. 
Similarly, since when X is a x,-space J’ : X --f X* is A-proper [ 171, we have 
J’ + C : DC X --, X* is A-proper when D is open and convex, and con- 
sequently C : D C X -* X* is A-proper with respect to J’, when C is com- 
pact. 
In [20], Browder defined a mapping T : D C X + X to be accretive if 
(T(x) - T(y), w) 2 0 for all x, y E D, w E J(x - y). When X* is strictly 
convex then J is single valued, and if we further require that X is a n,-space, 
then for each n, I’,,* J(x) = J(x) for all x E X, , When, in addition to assuming 
that X* is strictly convex and X is a reflexive locally uniformly convex x1- 
space wc assume that the duality mapping J is weakly continuous at 0, that 
D C X is convex and open and ‘I’ : D C X -+ X is demicontinuous and accre- 
tive then T is A-proper with respect to I. Using this fact we obtain the follow- 
ing invariance of domain result for locally accrctive mappings. A similar 
result appears in [18], however our hypothesis of dcmicontinuous, locally 
closed is weaker then the corresponding hypothesis in [18]. We remark that 
1 D, 1 < p < 00, is a family of Banach spaces satisfying the restrictions 
we shall impose on X in the following Proposition, where J is a duality 
mapping which is not normalized. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X be a locally uniformly convex r,-space, with X* 
strictly convex, and with a duality mapping weakly continuous at 0. Let D C X 
be open. Then if 1’ : D C X + X is locally accretive, locally I - 1, locally 
closed and demicontinuous, then T(D) is open. 
Proof. Let x0 E II. We shall find Y’ > 0 such that B(T(xO, I’) C T(D). 
Kow, without loss of generality we may resume x0 = 0 and T(x,) = 0. 
Choose r > 0 so that T : B(O, Y) C X + X is accretive, 1 - 1, closed, and 
bounded. Then since T(0) =. 0 we see that we may choose c > 0 with 
11 T(x)11 > c > 0 for all x with 11 x i =.= T. Define H,(x) == tT(x) + (1 - t) x 
for x E B(O, Y), t E [0, I]. We clearly have that hH,, + (1 - X) 11,: is A-proper 
with respect to I for A E [0, 11, t, , t, E [0, I]. 
Now, for t .:. 1 we have II ZZ,(r)il > c > 0 for x E B(0, Y). When 0 < t < 1, 
:I fftt-9 2 ; W,(x), JW > (1 - t)r> for all x 6 B(0, I). 
Consequently, we have all of the conditions for Proposition 2.3 fulfilled, 
and we may conclude that Deg(T, B(0, I), 0) f (0). Since T(B(0, Y)) is 
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closed, by Proposition 2.6 we may select I’ > 0 such that R(0, Y’) C T(B(O, Y)). 
Since x0 was arbitrary, our result is proven. y.1:.Il. 
When .Y is a Hilbert space then 1 = Z and hence as a special case of Propo- 
sition 3.6 we obtain the Browder-Minty invariance of domain result for 
continuous locally strongly monotone mappings defined on a subset of a 
Hilbert space. Since a continuous mapping which satisfies modified condi- 
tion (S) is locally closed, Petryshyn’s invariance of domain Theorem 4 in [ 171 
follows from Proposition 3.6. 
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